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a b s t r a c t 

Genetic regulatory networks control ontogeny. For fifty years Boolean networks have served as models of 

such systems, ranging from ensembles of random Boolean networks as models for generic properties of 

gene regulation to working dynamical models of a growing number of sub-networks of real cells. At the 

same time, their statistical mechanics has been thoroughly studied. Here we recapitulate their original 

motivation in the context of current theoretical and empirical research. 

We discuss ensembles of random Boolean networks whose dynamical attractors model cell types. A 

sub-ensemble is the critical ensemble. There is now strong evidence that genetic regulatory networks are 

dynamically critical, and that evolution is exploring the critical sub-ensemble. The generic properties of 

this sub-ensemble predict essential features of cell differentiation. In particular, the number of attractors 

in such networks scales as the DNA content raised to the 0.63 power. Data on the number of cell types 

as a function of the DNA content per cell shows a scaling relationship of 0.88. Thus, the theory correctly 

predicts a power law relationship between the number of cell types and the DNA contents per cell, and 

a comparable slope. We discuss these new scaling values and show prospects for new research lines for 

Boolean networks as a base model for systems biology. 

© 2019 Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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. Introduction 

We wish to explore a statistical mechanics perspective for

iological regulation, in face of the overwhelming fact of natural

election. When Maxwell used statistical mechanics in physics

o derive the velocity distribution of gas molecules, he did not

ave to worry that natural selection might alter that distribution.

ut as many note, biology without evolution is unthinkable, and

volution is substantially driven by natural selection. Evolution

hus explores a large space of possible evolutionary paths, where

ome of them are realized in nature as existing species, while

any possible paths are not. 

The part of evolutionary history that we find recorded in the

ossil record points to the fundamental role that genetic regu-

ation plays in orchestrating the evolved body plans of species

 Valentine, 20 0 0 ). The central machineries of this regulation are

etworks of genetic and biochemical interactions in the living cell.

heir dynamics has been studied ever since the first genetic switch
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ecame evident ( Jacob and Monod, 1961 ) and continues to our ge-

omic age today. 

Early models for such a systems level perspective of intercon-

ected biochemical switches already used the Boolean language

nd logical gates of early computer science ( Sugita, 1961; 1963a;

963b; 1966 ). How can a circuit of switches provide cells with the

omeostasis and stability needed to form and run an organism,

et provide the flexibility and differentiation to account for the

onderful biological diversity in cell types and the mechanisms of

orphogenesis? Lacking most of the circuitry of regulation, these

ere hard questions at that time and in one way or the other are

ifficult still today. Bottom up studies of specific circuits and dy-

amics of small networks pointed to the central role of feedback

n regulation and provided for a solid basis of mechanisms that

ccount for the main biological phenomena, as beautifully worked

ut by early works of René Thomas and his subsequent work with

ollaborators which initiated work on bistable and multistable ge-

etic circuits ( Thomas, 1973; Thomas et al., 1995; Thieffry and

homas, 1997 ). 

A complementary approach to learn about possible mechanisms

f regulation in large networks has been the top-down approach:

imulating large Boolean networks (or: networks of switches) as

oy models for potential system’s behavior of large regulatory

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jtbi.2019.01.036
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jtb
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networks. Given the then near total lack of knowledge about the

circuitry of biological networks, still ensembles of random Boolean

networks could be explored in order to reach hypotheses about

real networks and guide their understanding and further explo-

ration ( Kauffman, 1969 ). Under what conditions could stability and

differentiability coexist in these networks? 

Surprisingly, in this study performed by one of us fifty years

ago ( Kauffman, 1969 ), an unexpected specific property of random

Boolean networks turned up which is due to the physics of net-

works of switches: The interplay of dynamics and geometry in

such networks sharply separates their dynamics between order

and chaos, depending on the connectivity and the nature of inter-

actions between the genetic switches. This so-called phase transi-

tion in the dynamics of a network results in scaling laws that are

observable and have practical consequences. A typically moderate

number of stable attractors of the dynamics provide a potential

mechanism for regulating cell types in a subroutine-like fashion,

as in software. The attractor “landscape” found in large random

Boolean networks is a natural extension of the multistationarity as

characterized in small systems (Thieffry and Thomas, 1997). As a

new result, random Boolean networks generate testable hypothe-

ses of a specific quantitative scaling between the number of genes

in a network and the size and number of attractor states in their

dynamics. This came as a big surprise. 

1.1. What is the status of these findings now, after 50 years? 

Here, we wish to re-investigate this specific physics perspective

of random Boolean networks in the light of current experimental

evidence of genetic regulatory networks, cell types as attractors

of the dynamics of such networks, and the generic properties of

the ensemble of networks that evolution is exploring. In particular

we will revisit the seminal paper: “Metabolic stability and epige-

nesis in randomly constructed genetic nets” by co-author S.A.K. in

1969 who, alongside with the statistical study of random Boolean

network dynamics, confirmed the curious statistical scaling rela-

tionship between genome size and, both cell cycle length and the

number of cell types, by compiling data for a range of organisms.

This led to the hypothesis that this biological scaling could have an

explanation in the statistical mechanics of an underlying, evolved

circuitry. 

Since those early days, Boolean networks, or networks of

switches, as a template for gene regulation of cell types have

been a guiding vision for decades. Now, half a century later, the

attractor hypothesis (that cell types are in fact attractors of an

underlying genetic network dynamics) can be safely seen as an

established fact, the latest triumphant support being the repro-

gramming of differentiated cells into induced pluripotent stem

cells (iPS) and the switching between cell types by specific protein

cues ( Chang et al., 2011 ). 

What have been the main developments from the perspective

of random Boolean networks since? First of all, genomic data pro-

vides a much better estimate of overall gene numbers and their

roles in the genome. With respect to Boolean network models,

however, two particular developments are notable. 

One new development is that modeling gene regulation with

Boolean networks, today, left its legacy role as a mere anecdotic

model of gene regulation. As the circuitries of gene regulatory net-

works are partly known today, we know certain modules of the

regulatory network in sufficient detail for dynamical simulation.

For such network modules, the time sequence patterns of regu-

latory genetic networks from living cells are exactly reproduced

by the corresponding Boolean networks, indeed! This is truly sur-

prising as it does not require any kinetic constants, as was first

noted by Albert and Othmer (2003b) . Today, examples of such

models range from cell cycle control networks, developmental cir-
uits, to apoptosis and cancer networks, among others ( Mendoza

t al., 1999; Sánchez and Thieffry, 2001, 2003; Albert and Oth-

er, 20 03; Espinosa-Soto, 20 04; Li et al., 20 04; Zhang et al., 20 08;

avidich and Bornholdt, 2008a, 2013; Faure and Thieffry, 2009;

rumsiek et al., 2011; Lovrics et al., 2014; Zañudo and Albert, 2015;

íos et al., 2015; Zhou et al., 2016b; Arias Del Angel et al., 2018;

achie-Kinoshita et al., 2018; Zañudo et al., 2018 ). Even a tinker toy

et for simulating small genetic networks from biology with hard-

are Boolean networks is available today ( Bornholdt and Kopper-

chmidt, 2015 ). Network dynamics of real genetic regulatory net-

orks being tractable by Boolean networks is an impressive con-

rmation of the cellular attractor hypothesis. 

A second development is that the random Boolean network ap-

roach to a first systems biology view on regulatory networks and

ts findings of scaling laws sparked a physics subfield of “statis-

ical mechanics of random Boolean networks” over the following

ecades. It is worthwhile taking a look at their results in the bio-

ogical context which is one motivation for this article. What did

e learn since the early random Boolean network models? What

an we add to the random network ensemble perspective? 

Clearly, selection does not pick random regulatory networks,

he networks we find in Nature do not comprise a random ensem-

le. The random networks ensemble assumption was the simplest

est guess given the complete lack of data about the circuitry at

hat time. Biological networks are always functional networks, and

n the examples of known regulatory sub-networks we find “func-

ional ensembles” as Lau, Ganguli, and Tang coined so adequately,

hen they studied the yeast cell cycle network functional ensem-

le ( Lau et al., 2007 ). Indeed they found that out of the 5.39 × 10 57 

ossible networks in their Boolean network model with 11 nodes,

n impressive set of 5.11 × 10 34 network variants produce the ex-

ct dynamical trajectory needed for cell cycle control. Their study

f this functional ensemble clearly contributes to an understand-

ng of the evolution of regulatory networks. The question of why

ature chose a particular network out of this ensemble leads to

nteresting research paths and questions about selection and evo-

ution of cellular regulation. 

The ensemble approach thus gains a number of new facets,

rom random to functional and further, in the presence of bio-

hemical noise, to robust, or reliable, ensembles, a concept and

anguage that allows to sort through the regulatory networks

elected – or not selected - by evolution ( Klemm and Born-

oldt, 2005b ). This may even explain why Boolean networks repro-

uce the dynamical trajectories of biological regulatory modules so

ell (which they normally don’t for just random Boolean networks

ith noise): Natural selection seems to operate in an ensemble of

eliable networks optimized to work in the rough environment of

iochemical “hardware”. That, in return, allows for other ways of

loppy modeling ( Transtrum et al., 2015 ) as, in our case, by Boolean

etworks. 

These new developments in applied and theoretical research on

oolean networks call for a renewed look at the 1969 paper. Key

uestions are, first, whether the predictions of scaling in attractor

umbers and lengths in simple ensembles of just random Boolean

etworks and the claim of criticality in regulatory networks are

till valid in the light of the physics of random Boolean networks,

nd, second, whether the empirical scaling law for the number of

ell types versus DNA per cell that holds across many phyla can be

onfirmed in the light of new data. 

There is now solid evidence that evolution indeed has achieved

nd is maintaining genetic networks near dynamical criticality

 Balleza et al., 2008; Daniels et al., 2018 ). Is this a curiosity or a

iological necessity as early models suggest? Beyond the obvious

eason to stay away from a frozen, as well as a chaotic network

hen processing information, there are a number of further ques-

ions stemming from the physics of critical networks. As we shall
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ee, the generic properties of this ensemble include aspects of cell

tability to perturbations, i.e. homeostasis, the fact that any cell

ype can differentiate by flow to another attractor to only a few

ther cell types, and the fact that there are pathways of differenti-

tion from one cell type, directly or indirectly, to many others. All

hese features are true of real cells in multicellular organisms. 

As criticality seems to persist, it will be interesting to revisit the

caling law for the number of cell types versus DNA per cell that

old across many phyla, a central theme of the 1969 paper. We

ill discuss it in the light of current empirical data ( van Nimwe-

en, 2006 ) and use recent knowledge about the relationship of

NA mass vs. the number of regulatory genes to make empirical

caling and random Boolean network scaling exactly comparable

or the first time. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we ask what

 cell type is, and respond that it is an attractor in the dynamics

f the genetic regulatory network that controls ontogeny. Multiple

ell types requires multiple attractors in the network. 

In Section 3 we introduce Boolean network models of genetic

egulatory networks, define ensembles of such networks, and de-

cribe the behaviors of such a network. We recapitulate the re-

ults of statistical mechanics of Boolean networks and some ap-

lications. 

In Section 4 we discuss that data now are strongly suggesting

hat genetic regulatory networks are close to dynamical criticality.

e discuss possible selective advantages of being critical. 

In Section 5 we discuss the generic properties of critical net-

orks with respect to cell type stability, differentiation, and ex-

ected dynamical meso–scale properties of critical networks. We

ill revisit scaling of cell type numbers with DNA per cell and

ompare the scaling law to current data. Remarkably, the number

f model cell types as a function of the number of genes scales

s a power law. So too does data on the number of cell types as

 function of DNA per cell across many phyla. The critical ensem-

le predicts the power law slope of the scaling of number of cell

ypes with DNA per cell is 0.63 (including the effects of supralin-

ar scaling of regulatory genes per DNA) not far from the observed

caling of 0.88, supporting the case of an ensemble theory for the

etworks of cellular regulation. 

. What is a cell type? 

In 1960, a central problem in biology asked how it could be that

ll the cells in a multicelled organism have the same DNA, yet dif-

erent genes are expressed in different cell types. Red cells make

emoglobin, white cells make antibody molecules. In 1961 two

rench molecular biologists, Jacob and Monod, solved the prob-

em with the lactose operon ( Jacob and Monod, 1961 ). Here a re-

ressor protein, R, binds to a cis site, the operator, of the lactose

peron. When the operator is bound, the three adjacent structural

enes of the operon cannot be transcribed, so are inactive. How-

ver, if lactose enters the cell, lactose binds the repressor protein,

ulling it off the operator. Now the adjacent structural genes can

e transcribed, including the gene coding for beta galactosidase,

he enzyme that metabolizes lactose. Jacob and Monod won a No-

el prize for this work. 

In 1963 Jacob and Monod published a seminal paper ( Jacob and

onod, 1963 ), pointing out that a hypothetical genetic circuit in

hich gene A represses the expression of gene B, while B represses

he expression of A. This circuit is bistable for it has two alterna-

ive steady states of gene activity: A on B off, A off B on. Thus,

he same genes could be in two different states of gene expres-

ion, solving the mystery of how the same genes in each cell could

upport different patterns of gene expression. 

Two conclusions followed. A on B off and A off B on are two dif-

erent “attractors” of this little bistable genetic circuit. Alternative
ell types must be different attractors of some genetic regulatory

etwork. Second, there must be some large genetic regulatory net-

ork, with alternative attractors constituting multistability. On this

iew, a cell type is an attractor and differentiation is passing from

ne attractor to another by signals or noise. 

Astonishingly, this insight from Jacob and Monod in 1963 has

een substantially lost in the enormous advances in molecular bi-

logy that is often a kind of molecular anatomy. We think that

rotein A touches protein B which touches protein L, so have the

dea of pathways and interlinked pathways. But, in a way, we may

ave partially lost the insight from Jacob and Monod that a genetic

egulatory network is a dynamical system with, presumably, mul-

istability and multiple attractors. Lacking the idea of attractors we

ave no clear idea of what a cell type is. 

René Thomas initiated seminal work on the conditions required

or the emergence of bistability or multistability in small ge-

etic networks in 1981. In general, this requires positive feedback

 Thomas, 1981 ). In their review, Gagneur and Cassari (2005) com-

ent, “This hypothesis formulated from the study of simple

oolean models has subsequently led to the discovery of a fun-

amental principle on feedback that holds true for more general

ystems of differential equations.”

A large body of work has now been done on the condi-

ions for multistability as summarized in Gagneur’s recent review

 Gagneur and Cassari, 2005 ). In the present paper we shall show

hat critical random Boolean networks not only exhibit multista-

ility, but lead to scaling laws for phenomena such as the relation

etween the number of cell types in an organism and its DNA per

ell ( Kauffman, 1969 ). 

There is now, however, good evidence that cell types are high

imensional attractors. Huang and collaborators ( Huang et al.,

005 ) took HL60, and induced differentiation to polymor-

honeuterophil, PMN, using vitamin A and another substance. They

ollowed gene expression of all 23,0 0 0 genes using gene arrays at

hree time points for both treatments. This shows that the gene ex-

ression pattern diverged for the two treatments at the temporal

idpoint, then converged to the same new expression pattern cor-

esponding to being a PMN. So trajectories converged on the same

ew pattern of expression from two different directions in high di-

ensional space, demonstrating that target pattern is an attractor

f the dynamics. 

A similar experiment was carried out by Zhou et al. (2016a) .

500 FDA approved drugs were screened for any that were able,

lone, to induce differentiation of a breast cancer cell line to be-

ome adult breast cells and stop dividing: Indeed, 16 of the drugs

ere able to do so. Importantly, we can get a cancer cell to dif-

erentiate into a “normal” non-dividing cell, so cancer differenti-

tion therapy is possible. For each of the 16, single cell gene ex-

ression analysis of the early, middle and late time response to the

hemical perturbation has been recorded. Like HL60, gene expres-

ion patterns diverged across the 16 at the temporal midpoint, but

onverged to the same new attractor at the final time point. 

We conclude that there is good evidence that cell types are high

imensional attractors in the dynamics of the genetic regulatory

etwork. 

. Boolean networks 

In order to consider statistical properties of networks, a partic-

lar simplification of regulation by binary switches led to Boolean

etworks as minimal models, discrete dynamical networks, for reg-

latory networks. Today, they represent the simplest form of dy-

amical representation of biochemical regulatory networks (for a

eview of a suite of models see Tyson et al., 2019 ) and have gained

 new popularity. 
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A Boolean network is a discrete dynamical system with N bi-

nary variables, here “genes”. Each gene receives inputs from K

genes chosen among the N. K may vary from gene to gene. The

assignment of the K inputs to each gene specifies the “wiring dia-

gram” of the network. Then each gene is assigned a Boolean func-

tion on its K inputs, specifying whether that gene will turn on or

turn off at the discrete next clocked moment, depending upon the

on/off values of its K inputs at the present moment. Time is dis-

crete and all the binary variable update their values synchronously

at each clocked moment. 

A “state” of the network is any of the 2 to the N choices of on

or off for each of the N genes. Thus there are 2 to the N states of

the network. If the network is placed in an initial state at time t,

then at time t + 1, each gene will assess the values of its K inputs,

on or off, and determine whether at the next moment, t + 1, that

gene should be on or be off. Since this is true for all N genes that

update at the same moment, the total network passes from the ini-

tial state to some successor state among the 2 to the N states. Over

time the system traces a “trajectory” or sequence of states. This is

a flow in state space. Because there is a finite number of states

when updating the network synchronously, the system must even-

tually hit some state for a second time. Then, because the system

is deterministic, the network will “do the same thing” and trace

out a recurrent “state cycle” in state space. In the absence of per-

turbation, the system will keep traversing the state cycle forever. In

general multiple trajectories all terminate on the same state cycle

with is, therefore, an attractor, attracting flow along the set of tra-

jectories leading to it. The number of states on the state cycle can

be 1, a steady state, or any other number up to 2 to the N. The set

of states flowing to one attractor is called its “basin of attraction”. 

Generically, such a network has multiple attractors, each drain-

ing a “basin of attraction” of trajectories that flow to that attractor.

If an attractor is a cell type, then differentiation is flow from

one to another attractor induced by noise or signal. The stability

of attractors can be studied by perturbing each in all possible min-

imal ways by transiently flipping a gene from on to off, or off to

on. This places the network in a perturbed state with respect to

that attractor and the net may homeostatically return to the same

attractor, or flow to another attractor. 

One may object that Boolean networks are stark simplifica-

tions of real biochemical networks. However, the non-linear, of-

ten switch-like nature of biochemical reactions and the central

idea of a bistable genetic switch of Jacob and Monod sparked in-

dependent concepts of information processing circuits and their

modeling with simplified automata ( Kauffman, 1969; Rössler, 1972;

Thomas, 1973; Glass and Kauffman, 1973 ). Boolean network au-

tomata assume discrete states (on or off), absence of biochemical

noise, and synchronous stepwise updates: all are dramatic simpli-

fications of cellular regulation. 

Today, half a century after the 1969 paper that made the

bold claim of Boolean networks being a relevant model for

gene regulation, we find that Boolean nets indeed seem advan-

tageous models that are widely used for modeling genetic reg-

ulatory networks. When and why is the Boolean approxima-

tion sensible? Most of all, the Boolean approximation is a well-

defined mathematical limit of continuous biochemical equations 

( Glass, 1975; Davidich Bornholdt, 2008b ) that captures the main

properties of the attractors of the dynamics. Boolean networks

have become a standard model for studying the statistical prop-

erties of attractors and the dynamics of networks. 

3.1. Ensembles of Boolean networks and critical networks 

The 1969 paper sparked the statistical point of view on the dy-

namics of genetic networks using random Boolean nets. One can

crisply specify different ensembles or classes of Boolean networks.
n the initial works ( Kauffman, 1969; 1993 ) S.A.K. studied networks

ith a fixed number K of inputs, for K = 2, and K = N. K = 2 net-

orks have remarkable properties including that they turn out to

e dynamically “critical”, as defined shortly. Among the remarkable

roperties of K = 2 networks is that the number of states on a state

ycle scales as the square root of the number of model genes, N. So

 network with 10 0,0 0 0 model genes will cycle among a tiny 318

tates out of 2 to the 10 0,0 0 0. This is intense localization in state

pace and what S.A.K. has called for years, “Order for free”. The

umber of attractors also scales as square root N. This is striking. A

et with 10 0,0 0 0 genes would have on the order of 318 attractors,

ence cell types. But humans have on the order of 285 cell types

y histological criteria! We shall emphasize the predicted sublin-

ar scaling of attractor numbers versus DNA diversity, however we

lso note that the absolute values predicted are biologically very

easonable. 

As we will see below, the scaling law for the number of attrac-

ors compares well with the current scaling law for the number

f cell types across phyla. In a log number of cell type versus log

NA per cell plot, current data indicates a power law, with a slope

f 0.88 ( Niklas et al., 2014 ). We will claim below that an ensemble

heory such as this is a reasonable account of the data. But first we

ave to discuss the ensemble of genetic networks that evolution is

xploring. That ensemble appears to be critical. 

If one varies for N and K, one is sampling a changing ensemble

f Boolean networks. It turns out that Boolean networks have three

egimes: Ordered, Critical and Chaotic. There is a two dimensional

arameter space, K and P. K is the number of inputs per variable.

 is the fraction of “1” values in a Boolean function. In the K P

lane, a one dimensional line is critical, and separates the ordered

rom the chaotic regime. Thus criticality is rare. For P = 0.5, i.e. ran-

omly chosen Boolean functions, K = 2 networks are critical. As K

ncreases, P must increase or decrease from 0.5 to achieve critical-

ty. 

A particular subset of Boolean networks are (Boolean) threshold

etworks which has proven to be particularly suitable for simulat-

ng gene regulatory networks, as threshold functions often come

uite close to representing transcriptional regulation. Here, the in-

uts at each node are summed up and compared to a threshold

o activate the node once a certain number of active inputs are

eceived (thus a subset of Boolean functions). Ensembles of ran-

om threshold networks exhibit the same phenomenon of a phase

ransition between ordered and chaotic dynamics for a comparable

ritical K, with an activation threshold θ representing the second

arameter that tunes the criticality transition. 

The behavior of chaotic random Boolean networks is radically

ifferent from critical networks. First the lengths of state cycles

cales exponentially in N. For K = N, the length of state cycles is

 raised to the N/2, the square root of the number of states. A net-

ork with only 200 variables would require 2 raised to the 100

oments to traverse its cycle. At a microsecond per state tran-

ition, that would be the lifetime of the universe. This is obvi-

usly not biologically plausible. Real networks cannot be strongly

haotic. For K = N, the number of attractors scales as N/e. Perhaps

ost critically, if a single gene is perturbed, switched transiently to

he opposite value, a vast avalanche of “damage” spreads to most

f the nodes. Define a gene as damaged if it ever behaves differ-

ntly that it would have without the perturbation and color it pur-

le. Purple avalanches spread across most of the network. 

By contrast critical networks have many small and a few large

valanches, distributed in a power law, i.e. log size of avalanche

s. log number of avalanches. The power law is slope −1.5 in crit-

cal networks. This affords critical networks the capacity to con-

rol their own behavior locally by small avalanches, and far away

y rarer large avalanches. One phrase for criticality is “the edge of

haos”, a moniker that is easy to like. 
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As we will see shortly, the size distribution of avalanches in

ritical nets predicts brilliantly the size distribution of avalanches

f damage due to 1200 single gene deletions in yeast. This is ev-

dence that yeast is critical, or perhaps slightly subcritical. More

vidence, below, is accumulating that cells are, indeed, critical. 

Critical networks have a meso–scale structure that constitutes

redictions that should now be testable. First, a large number of

enes in a network fall to a “frozen” state, i.e. frozen fixed off, or

xed on. Call this the “Frozen Component”. The frozen component

s in the same fixed state on all attractors, hence on all cell types.

his component percolates across the network leaving behind one

r several “functionally isolated twinkling islands”. These islands

ontain genes that are either turning on and off on an attractor, or

n different states on different attractors. Each island is functionally

solated because no signal can pass between islands via the frozen

omponent, once it falls to its frozen state. In general each island

as more than one attractor of its own. If there are M islands, each

ith, say, 2 alternative attractors, then the total attractor set of the

ntire network is 2 to the M, i.e. each way to chose one attractor

rom each of the M different islands. But this is a kind of combina-

orial epigenetic code: A cell type attractor of the entire network

s characterized by a specific combination of choices of attractors,

ne from each of the M islands. These are clear and powerful pre-

ictions that should be testable using gene expression data from a

et of many cell types, each at a single cell level. 

Let us now revisit the 1969 paper and the history of theoretical

onsiderations on critical K = 2 random Boolean networks. 

Apart from popularizing the cellular attractor hypothesis, the

969 paper initiated more than four decades of research on the

tatistical mechanics of random Boolean networks. The scaling

aws of attractor lengths and numbers, the two central points of

he paper, have been under scrutiny in the theoretical physics com-

unity. This research laid the foundation of a characterization of

rder and chaos in the dynamics of these networks, and the par-

icular role of the boundary between these two regions, so-called

riticality. In physics, criticality characterizes dramatic changes of

atter, freezing of water and the like, while in dynamical net-

orks, criticality coincides with a region between dynamical order

nd chaos, where it has been argued that information processing

nds favorable conditions ( Bertschinger and Natschlager, 2004 ). 

It initiated an avalanche of theoretical papers about the statis-

ical mechanics of those nets, certainly in part because the statisti-

al mechanics of random Boolean networks turned out to be chal-

enging, both, analytically and numerically. A review of this pro-

ific phase has been given by Aldana et al. (2003) . It illustrates

hat the determination of accepted values for the scaling expo-

ents of the number of attractors with network size in critical

andom Boolean networks has been difficult and under active dis-

ussion at the time of the review, more than three decades af-

er the first hypothesis. Large sample-to-sample fluctuations and

he lack of self-averaging resulted in an Odyssey of wandering ex-

onents: The long-time consensus of the attractor number expo-

ent, the original square root of N, persisted throughout the 90ies

 Aldana et al., 2003 ). However, at some point the faster comput-

rs plus improved numerical methods first showed an exponent of

ne in 2001 ( Bilke and Sjunnesson, 2001 ), until the analytical tour

e force of Troein and Samuelsson (2003) proved a superpolyno-

ial scaling of the number of attractors with N. This was to the

orror of many earlier researchers, and destroyed one central pre-

iction of the 1969 Kauffman-paper in the blink of an eye. Drossel

rote in her review ( Drossel 2008 ) about the 1969 paper: “…the

iological data and the computer simulation data are both incor-

ect”, referring to the then new data that the number of genes is

oorly reflected by the amount of DNA and the new superpoly-

omial scaling results for synchronous random Boolean networks.

he 1969 paper seemed dead and useless for predictions, leaving
he common textbook interpretation that Kauffman networks, as

ritical random Boolean networks are sometimes called, are left as

n anecdotic surrogate model for genetic networks, solely useful

or pedagogical purposes. 

However, this extreme scaling of attractor numbers raised a few

yebrows: How relevant is a superpolynomially increasing number

f attractors for biology when the majority of attractor basins seem

o be so tiny that they did not show up in numerical experiments

or three decades? Furthermore it posed the legitimate question

ow realistic the synchronously updated, deterministic random

oolean network models are for biological processes where, in fact,

oise is omnipresent. In particular, the assumption of noiseless

ynamics seemed quite strong, an argument that two studies of

andom Boolean networks with noise made concrete: Greil and

rossel (2005) regain the original claim or attractor number scal-

ng of the 1969 paper when considering random Boolean networks

ith asynchronous update. For Boolean threshold networks, a neu-

al network like subset of Boolean networks particularly suited for

iology ( Rybarsch, 2012 ), Klemm and Bornholdt (2005a) found the

ame sub-linear scaling when noise is turned on in a network

f autonomous nodes: The number of attractors scales as square

oot N. Most attractor basins in the noiseless case seem to be tiny

oints, that all fuse with the biggest basins under noise. Thus, re-

ision of the results under noise seem to indicate that the original

xponent holds: The poor numerics available in 1969 appears to

ave detected only the big attractor basins, while missing the ex-

onentially many ones only seen in analytical calculations which

re extremely small. And in turn, it is these attractors, only, that

ppear to survive in the presence of noise and those are the ones

hat are biologically relevant. As a result, we have the picture that

he 1969 calculations do not seem to be as unrealistic as thought

or many years and the Boolean network picture is back to be-

ng compared with today’s experimental view of genetic networks.

his is the main motivation for reconsidering the classical paper

ere. 

Therefore, rereading the old paper, our question is: What about

he old biological data in there? Are there any new perspectives

oday? This is what we try to discuss in the remainder of this pa-

er. 

. Genetic regulatory networks are critical 

Very good evidence is accumulating that the genetic regulatory

etworks in real cells are critical, underlining a core assumption of

he 1969 paper. 

There are three lines of evidence. First Serra et al. (2007) , and

lso Ramo et al. (2006) , separately analyzed 154 deletion mutants

n yeast. Each mutant alters the level of expression of some genes.

onsider the number of genes whose expression is altered in a

amage avalanche. Both Ramo and Serra found that the distribu-

ion was a power law, slope −1.5, indicating criticality. More re-

ently, Villani et al. (2018) have analyzed 1200 single gene dele-

ion mutants in yeast, and found from the avalanche distribution

hat the yeast cell is slightly subcritical, with a sensitivity λ = 0.89

 1 in the slightly ordered regime. This large dataset of 1200 mu-

ants now allows to test the type of statistical predictions of an

nsemble theory, suggesting that Yeast seems to be just slightly

ubcritical. 

Nykter et al. examined the flow in gene expression state space

or nearby initial states. Criticality shows up as flow that is par-

llel, it neither diverges (chaos), nor converges (order). The data

or macrophage gene expression are exactly critical ( Nykter et al.,

008 ). 

Daniels et al. (2018) have examined 67 Boolean net models of

eal cell networks. Almost all are exactly critical, a few are slightly

ub- or supracritical. 
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This now provides good evidence that genetic regulatory net-

works across a number of organisms and phyla are critical. More

data are needed, but we tentatively conclude that genetic regula-

tory networks are critical or slightly subcritical. 

Criticality, the edge of chaos, seems a good place to be. First,

the power law distribution of avalanches of damage allows the

cell to be stable, but to correct errors nearby and sometimes far

away, without veering into chaos. Mutual information is maxi-

mized in critical networks ( Rebeiro, 2007 ). Such networks evolve

new attractors gracefully under mutation ( Torres-Sosa et al., 2012 ).

Fourth, attractor numbers are tiny in vast state spaces, order for

free. Fifth, the number of attractors scales as something like square

root N. Thus the system has a modest number of alternative modes

of behavior which is controllable, in contrast to vastly many at-

tractors. Sixth, criticality allows a network to optimize the balance

between not forgetting its past due to high convergence in state

space, but being able to act reliably by not being chaotic. 

5. Critical ensemble generic properties and predictions 

It is possible to study the stability of critical network attractors

to all possible minimal perturbations by flipping a gene transiently

on or off. For critical networks the perturbed attractor returns to

the same attractor for about 90% of such perturbations – this in

fact is homeostasis, and arises for free in the critical ensemble. It is

entirely lacking in K = N networks. If the system leaves one attrac-

tor for each of the set of all minimal perturbations, it only transi-

tions to a few other attractors. This predicts that a cell type can di-

rectly differentiate into only a few other cell types. This prediction

is true. Further, a multiplicity of different minimal perturbations

take the tested attractor to the same (!) new attractor. This pre-

dicts that a multitude of perturbations will induce the same step

of differentiation. This is also true. For example, let us remind you

of Zhou et al. (2016a) who found 16 out of 1500 FDA approved

drugs each one of which induced the same breast cancer cell line

to differentiate into adult non proliferating cells. By gene expres-

sion analysis, all induced the same differentiation step to a new

attractor along diverging the converging trajectories in state space.

But more, each attractor can directly reach only a few other at-

tractors, but from those, others can be reached. This predicts path-

ways of differentiation true of all multicelled organisms. Pathways

are not a logical necessity. The zygote of the sponge could directly

differentiate into all its several cell types, but even the sponge has

developmental pathways. 

All these features are true of the critical ensemble, and true of

real cells. 

In the paper ( Kauffman, 1969 ) the most obvious temporal cy-

cle in cells, the cell cycle versus the DNA per cell, is compared to

the prediction of the critical ensemble, where the length of state

cycles scales as square root N. Strikingly, across phyla, mean cell

cycle time scales as a square root of the DNA per cell. In the days

of junk DNA the author S.A.K. came to ignore this prediction. With

Encode suggesting that most DNA is functional, we find the pre-

diction intriguing. 

Also, the 1969 paper compared the prediction that the num-

ber of cell types in an organism should scale as the square root

of the DNA per cell. S.A.K.’s data on log number of cell types ver-

sus log DNA per cell show a linear slope in a log log plot with

a slope of about 0.67. For two reasons S.A.K. came to ignore this

prediction. First junk DNA, now restored by Encode to mean that

DNA per cell seems a reasonable proxy for the number of vari-

ables in the system, e.g. coding and non-coding RNA. Second, as

was mentioned above, the paper underestimated the number of

attractors in critical networks that are synchronous and was criti-

cized for that. But Greil and Drossel (2005) , and, independently, 
lemm and Bornholdt (2005a) found that for non-synchronous

etworks the scaling is again compatible with square root N. 

Therefore it is interesting to reconsider the observations in

he light of new data. In particular, we can use the number of

egulatory genes directly today, dropping the imprecise proxy of

he amount of DNA in the cell. This is a central point of this

aper. The current data across many phyla for log number of

ell types versus log DNA per cell is slightly greater than square

oot N or 0.5 in a log log plot. The current data suggests a

caling of 0.88 ( Niklas et al., 2014 ). van Nimwegen (2003) has

hown that the number of transcriptional regulatory genes N tr 

rows faster than the total number of genes N DNA , as N tr ∼
 DNA 

1.26 . In a log log plot the slope is 1.26 + / − 0.1. We here ar-

ue that the generic properties of the critical ensemble predicts a

lope of 0.5 × 1.26( + / −0.1) = 0.63, according to N cell types ∼ N tr 
0.5 ∼

 DNA 
(1.26 x 0.5) ∼ N DNA 

0.63 , or up to 0.68 within error bars. 

We find three aspects remarkable. First, we indeed observe a

ower law scaling, i.e. a linear log-log scaling for the log of the

umbers of cell types as a function of log DNA per cell across

any phyla. This feature is a universal quantity independent of the

ize of the genome and thus points to a deeper, underlying mecha-

ism. If all cells are critical, the generic properties may be shining

hough and we see a linear relation in a log log plot of cell types

er DNA because that is generic to this ensemble. 

Second, we find the exponent of the same approximate size,

ith the error bar only considering van Nimwegen’s statistics of

ata points, 0.68 versus 0.88 (there are no error bars on the 0.88

lope). We estimate the experimentally derived exponent to being

lose enough to the theoretical value to warrant closer diligence

n future experiments and further statistical analysis of existing

atabases to narrow down on a more precise value, which even-

ually decides about the hypothesis that the empirical scaling of

he number of cell types with genome size is in fact a scaling of

umbers of attractors with the size of the regulatory genetic net-

ork across organisms. And that those attractors are the software-

ubroutines of the different cell types of a genome. 

Third, we find it remarkable that the theory predicts not only

caling but very much the right number of cell types. For example,

f there are 81,0 0 0 functional genes in humans, the theory predicts

bout the 285 cell types seen not thousands of cell types. 

. Discussion 

Good evidence now suggests that genetic regulatory networks

cross many phyla are in fact critical, or slightly subcritical. Then

he theory asserts that the generic properties of critical networks

ill “shine through”, not despite selection, but because selection

chieves and sustains the critical subensemble. These properties,

dumbrated above, are all visible in the cells of multicelled or-

anisms, from homeostasis to the fact that any cell differentiates

irectly into only a few others, via a multiplicity of different per-

urbations. This implies the observed pathways of differentiation.

f right, selection does not specifically achieve these features, but

ives with and molds them to its further sifting. 

In addition, there are at least two scaling laws: cycle time

hould scale as the square root of the number of genes and in fact,

ell cycle time does so scale across phyla. In addition, the num-

er of cell types should scale in a log log plot as 0.63 of the DNA

er cell, and a value of 0.88 is observed. Why should there be

uch power law scaling at all across phyla? Are we to think se-

ection sought and achieved this scaling for some selective reason?

t seems highly unlikely. A far better hypothesis to propose is that

his scaling is a statistical feature of the critical ensemble, where

ttractor number grows as the mass of DNA to the 0.63 power. 

How could criticality emerge in evolution? Critical networks are

 set of measure zero in the space of all possible Boolean networks.
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ow might criticality be achieved then? A recent study is sur-

rising. Torres-Sosa et al. (2012) , took chaotic networks and took

rdered networks. In both cases, they gently mutated the networks

y altering a single connection or bit in a Boolean function. They

elected those mutant networks that grew a single new attractor.

ver generations this procedure converged on critical networks! 

Thus criticality may be reached as a by-product of a certain se-

ection mechanism that serves a specific functional purpose: here,

 single new attractor for a simple functional purpose. In biology,

omplex function is what is selected for, exploring the functional

nsemble of networks. Criticality may thus emerge alongside, as a

ide effect of the functional ensemble or as a useful optimal work-

ng point of the networks, rather than selected for directly. 

What is the role of criticality, beyond being a mere by-product

f selection? Criticality is a dynamical state with distinct proper-

ies. Such a state can be an attractor of a dynamical process as

ell as the result of an evolutionary dynamical process. If such

 state at the “edge of chaos” has an evolutionary advantage,

ne would clearly expect this outcome. But also, if a state “near

riticality”, as being ordered, yet not disconnected, or simply, not

haotic, is evolutionarily favored, then criticality can be a cheap

ay to steer an evolutionary process, in order to keep it clear of

haos and close to an ordered regime. This is reminiscent of the

echanism of “self-organized criticality” where a phase transition

unctions as a convenient tool to tune a dynamical system to an

ntermediate activity regime. 

All in all, it seems very unlikely that selection has ‘struggled’,

o achieve criticality and the scaling relations. A quite sensible hy-

othesis thus is that selection maintains evolution exploring criti-

al networks, and, held at “criticality” by that selection. 

. Conclusion 

We have discussed the 1969 paper by one of us, Kauffman.

iven the work on asynchronous networks, the main themes of

hat paper seem cogent for biology some 50 years later. 

We reconsidered the scaling exponent for the number of cell

ypes vs. DNA, where the current experimental value (0.88) in-

reased over the original estimate, while we corrected the model

xponent value (from 0.5) to 0.63 by considering a current esti-

ate of the fraction of regulatory genes per DNA. 

Why the difference? We do not consider these values as final,

et they point to an interesting direction. The difference in expo-

ents may well find an explanation in the still sparse data and has

o be looked at closer from an empirical viewpoint. 

But there are also possible arguments from the theory point of

iew which may point to properties of evolution of biological reg-

latory networks that are open questions for future research. First

f all, regulatory networks in biology are not random networks.

tudies of scale-free random Boolean networks already show how

hanging the Erdös-Renyi random network ensemble to another

onnection model ensemble changes the dynamics and compli-

ates the scaling exponent issue ( Aldana, 2003 ). Distinct topolo-

ies selected by evolution thus may alter scalings as a by-product

f functional optimization. An empirical hint to another possible

ause is the slightly subcritical dynamics observed in some studies

 Villani et al., 2018 ) that may change scaling exponents away from

hose of precisely critical systems. 

Another range of effects may follow from the different ensem-

les of networks we are considering. We here compare critical

nsembles of random networks to evolutionarily selected ensem-

les which are far from random but instead fulfill further criteria

avorable for selection. While the regulatory networks we so far

bserve in Nature mostly exhibit criticality or near criticality, the

elected ensembles certainly differ in various other properties

rom the critical random network ensemble. The precise statistical
roperties of functional ensembles, and of ensembles of net-

orks reliable under noise, are mostly open questions at present.

aniels et al. (2018) give a first account of how natural critical

etworks dramatically differ from random critical networks in

heir mean connectivity K, but also in their local causal and logical

tructures. Natural critical networks are, for example, richer in

analizing Boolean functions. How this possibly affects dynamical

bservables is largely unstudied and may impact scaling laws as

ell. 

There are further lines of future research motivated by the new

dvent of Boolean networks in biology. As the many working appli-

ations of dynamical sequences of real cells reproduced by Boolean

etworks as mentioned in the introduction show, Boolean net-

orks can serve as a dynamical blueprint of the dynamics imple-

ented in biochemical networks in Nature. The increasing number

f examples and the larger networks modeled by Boolean networks

pens a new empirical handle on the generic properties of regula-

ory network attractors. 

In closing, we here considered the critical subensemble of ge-

etic regulatory networks. The generic properties of such systems

o in fact fit a number of features observed in cells and in cell

ifferentiation in all multicelled organisms. To embrace this, biolo-

ists must grow past the power of molecular biology to grant that

he cell is a dynamical system, that cell types are attractors, and

oreover, that we can attempt to explain substantial features of

ell biology via an ensemble approach where the generic prop-

rties explain much of cell and developmental biology, without

nowing all the myriad details. Such an ensemble approach, a sta-

istical mechanics over ensembles of systems, or networks, could

e very useful indeed. 
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